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Neutrals are a great tool in your interior design arsenal. Even if you love color, you still
need neutrals in your room to let those colorful pieces and patterns really shine. Of
course beige, white, gray, and black are some of our favorites, but like your go-to pair of
jeans, blue is a versatile classic that can mix with almost anything. Blue can add an
excellent feeling to a space, it grounds vibrant colors, complements so many different
hues, and can also stand out as a bright colour and blend with your other favorite
neutrals. If you are looking for a fresh take on a new neutral and want to try something
different besides brown, white, or grey, explore the colour blue!

Blue boasts style and elegance with tons of personality. Use it sparingly to add instant
drama, or really go for it to be bold. Blue takes center stage on the island and shines in
an almost all white kitchen. Painting the island blue makes a statement taking a kitchen
from plain to sensational. Navy blue is classic and powerful. Cobalt blue looks
especially great with raw wood elements. Royal blue looks wonderful on a bathroom
vanity but is suitable for any space, no matter the size. It gives a kitchen depth and
plenty of style! Blue also looks great with the very popular gold accents.
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Colour theorists have much to say about blue. It is such a lovely yet conventional colour
that it has a wide variety of meanings behind it. For instance, blue translates to power,
but also to trust and stability. It is associated with faith as well as intelligence. And it is
considered a nice, natural colour that is very calming to most people. Take a look at our
logo and you’ll know that it has a special place in our hearts, too!

Such a versatile colour can be used in any kitchen design or make up. Some good tips
to remember… when working with blue, keep the counter tops and back splash simple.
Wood and white show off the blue as crisp and bright. Mix stainless steel appliances
with gold accents to really make the blue shine through. And most importantly, choose a
shade, colour, and style that makes you happy with your home!
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Visit our Ultimate Showhome
108 Douglas Woods Grove SE
Thursday 12pm-7pm
Friday-Sunday 9am-4pm

Did you know that if you are a current (or
former) customer of Ultimate Homes and
Renovations, you automatically qualify for our
referral program? Call us for information.
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